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This thesis describes the development of some new add-on spectrometer 
attachments for the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEMs). The first spectrometer 
uses a magnetic sector split-plate design to acquire high resolution electron energy 
loss spectrum (EELS) analysis for the primary beam penetrating thin samples. 
Normally, such experiments are only carried out in transmission electron 
microscopes. Experimental results presented in this theses show that such 
techniques are feasible inside a conventional SEM, and can be used to provide 
valuable preliminary EELS data, before making the commitment to use more 
specialized transmission electron microscope EELS systems. Results are presented 
to demonstrate how the split-plate design can correct for second-order geometrical 
aberration.  
Spectrometer attachments were also designed to filter the angles and energies 
of back-scattered electrons (BSEs) Simulation and experiments show that BSEs, 
surface sensitivity in the final image can be greatly enhanced by detecting only 
wide-angle BSEs. Experiments also demonstrate the possibility of obtaining the 
energy spectra of wide-angle BSEs, which opens up the possibility of detecting 
small peaks in the BSE spectra, such as those caused by surface plasmons. This kind 
of spectroscopy has not been performed with normal incident primary beams 
striking the specimens, such as those used in SEMs. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Introduction 
An electron microscope is a type of microscope that illuminates a specimen 
using electrons in a vacuum environment, and forms an enlarged image of 
the sample [1.1-1.2]. Scanning electron microscopes (SEMs), transmission 
electron microscopes (TEMs), and scanning transmission electron 
microscopes (STEMs) have been commercially available for many decades 
and have image resolutions that are two to three orders of magnitude better 
than light microscopes [1.3-1.5]. The SEM is the most widely used electron 
microscope, both for research and as a production tool [1.6-1.8]. Unlike light 
optical instruments, SEMs are commonly integrated with a variety of 
different analytical techniques, typically providing information regarding a 
sample’s structural, chemical, and compositional properties [1.9-1.11]. This 
thesis investigates the possibility of finding new analytical techniques based 
upon filtering the energies or angles of scattered electrons inside the SEM. 
Although some electron spectral attachments for the SEM have previously 
been proposed [1.12-1.14], there are still novel areas of research to explore. 
Two areas of this kind are investigated in the following pages. Firstly, the 
possibility of carrying out Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) within 
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the SEM is examined, which is normally only performed with transmission 
electron microscopes (TEM/STEM). Secondly, the possibility of acquiring 
and using surface sensitive reflected electrons for tomography and material 
analysis inside the SEM is studied. At present, attachments available for the 
SEM only analyze scattered photons from the sample. Scattered electrons 
from the sample are usually used for topographical imaging. By using 
spectrometers to filter the angles/energies of detected BSEs, new contrast 
mechanisms for surface sensitivity and material analysis can be developed, 
extending the performance of conventional SEMs. Since SEMs are much 
cheaper and more accessible than TEMs/STEMs, this opens up the 
possibility of researchers being able to obtain preliminary EELS data for 
themselves, before sending their samples to TEM/STEM analysis.  
 
1.1.1 The Scanning Electron Microscope 
The schematic in figure 1.1 shows a typical SEM setup. It consists of an 
electron gun unit, a vacuum-sealed electron optical column, a high vacuum 
pumping station, and a specimen chamber, which usually provides detection 





Figure 1.1: Schematic layout of a typical SEM setup. 
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Electrons are accelerated in the electron gun from a filament (cathode), 
which is typically negatively biased between -1 to -50 keV, to an anode at 
ground potential to form a high energy primary electron beam [1.5]. The 
primary electron beam then passes through one or more condenser lenses to 
demagnify the virtual image of the electron gun crossover before it is double 
deflected by two stage scan coils, in order to form a raster scanning pattern 
over the specimen surface [1.7]. The final objective lens is used to demagnify 
the primary electron beam size further and focus it on to the specimen 
surface [1.7, 1.5, 1.14]. 
 
As the primary beam penetrates into the sample surface, the incident 
electrons will interact with the sample and generate SEs and BSEs. SEs are 
defined to have an energy below 50 eV, while electrons with energies above 
50 eV and less than the primary beam energy are categorized to be BSEs 
[1.14]. Most commercial SEMs are capable of imaging by the detection of 
both SEs and/or BSEs. SEs are typically detected by the Everhart-Thornley 
(E-T) detector, consisting of a grid, a positively biased scintillator, a light 
pipe and a photo-multiplier tube (PMT) [1.15]. SEs are attracted into the 
Faraday cage, which is biased to a positive potential of around +300 V. Inside 
the Faraday cage, the SEs are further accelerated towards the scintillator, 
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which is typically biased to +10 kV, in order to generate more photons [1.16]. 
The photon signal is guided by the light pipe, and its intensity is finally 
detected by the PMT. The biasing potential inside the specimen chamber will 
not be sufficient to change the trajectories of the high energy BSEs, which 
are usually collected with an overhead solid state detector [1.17], see figure 
1.1. 
 
By synchronizing the scanning in the microscope and scanning in the 
monitor, it is possible to display the image in real-time on a computer 
monitor. The total magnification of the image can be determined by the 
image size of the screen and size of the scanned area of the electron beam on 
the sample. 
 
Since the SEM has a high-vacuum chamber, uses a stable electron source and 
is able to form images from several electron detectors, it is a convenient 
testbed in which new analytical techniques and spectrometer designs can be 
tried out. More specialized microscopes were originally developed from the 
SEM, such as STEMs, Scanning Auger Microscopes (SAMs), Scanning 




1.1.2 Electron Energy Spectroscopy 
Spectroscopy originated from a branch of science, which uses visible light to 
study the structure of matter in both qualitative and quantitative ways [1.20]. 
Today, however, new techniques using electron sources broaden both the 
definition and application of spectroscopy [1.21]. Electron energy 
spectroscopy involves the interaction between electrons and materials [1.22]. 
Electron energy spectrometry refers to the measurement of the scattered or 
transmitted electron energy distribution resulting from these interactions, and 
a spectrometer (or spectrograph) is the instrument by which such 
measurements are made [1.23]. An electron energy spectrogram (or a 
spectrum) is obtained by plotting the intensity of the interaction as a function 
of energy for the scattered or transmitted electrons. 
 
Electron energy spectroscopy plays an important role in the semiconductor 
industry and material engineering research, as it offers an accurate way of 
acquiring information about elemental identification, chemical composition, 
energy levels, and molecular structure [1.24]. Magnetic energy spectrometers 
are widely used in electron energy spectroscopy. They function by deflecting 
and dispersing electron beams [1.25]. The main advantage of magnetic 
electron energy spectrometers over electrostatic ones is that they avoid the 
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use of high voltages. However, magnetic spectrometers are only able to 
collect electrons emitted over a small solid angle, which limits their 
collection efficiency [1.26]. Electrostatic spectrometers with rotational 
symmetry are used to increase the collection efficiency, where electrons are 
emitted over a 2π angular range.  
 
This thesis examines two types of spectrometer attachments and their 
applications inside a normal SEM, a BSE spectrometer attachment using an 
electrostatic toroidal analyzer and a transmission EELS attachment using 
magnetic sector fields.  
 
1.1.3 Interaction of a Transmitted Beam of Electrons with Materials 
Transmission EELS involves analyzing the energy distribution of a near 
monoenergetic beam of electrons, after they have passed through a thin foil 
of a material [1.27]. When the incident electron beam energy is high enough 
and the specimen is sufficiently thin, most of the incident electrons travel 
through the specimen. Electrons that interact within the bulk of the specimen 
lose their energy [1.28]. Different materials and different material structures 
absorb different amounts of energy [1.29]. Both the elemental identification 
and structural information of the specimen can be obtained by analyzing the 
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energy spectrum which is captured by using a spectrometer [1.29]. TEMs and 
STEMs usually divide their detection of transmitted electrons into two 
separate modes: the bright-field image, formed from low angle elastic 
transmitted electrons, and the dark-field image, which is formed from wider 
angle scattered electrons. In most STEM/TEM systems, the spectrum of 
transmitted electrons is usually acquired by the use of an electron energy loss 
spectrometer placed below the specimen [1.27]. The combination of a 
STEM/TEM with an EELS system greatly enhances its ability to provide 
quantitative material analysis [1.29]. 
 
The next chapter will discuss a new transmission EELS spectrometer design 
using split-plate magnetic pole-pieces for second order geometric aberration 
correction. Direct ray tracing software will be used to design for second order 
aberration corrected conditions, and experimental third order geometric 
aberration patterns will be used to confirm that second order geometric 
aberrations are eliminated. This second order aberration corrected 





1.1.4 BSE Images and Spectra 
When a high energy electron beam strikes a solid sample, some incident 
electrons scatter within it and finally escape from the sample surface back 
into the vacuum [1.30]. These electrons are the BSEs, while SEs are 
generated as ionization products, where electrons already in the solid are 
excited to an energy level greater than the work function [1.31].  
 
An important aspect about BSE scattering is that its yield is dependent on the 
mean atomic number of the sample Z , which provides a contrast mechanism 
for distinguishing different values of Z in the BSE image [1.32]. In normal 
SEMs, the BSE detector is placed below the lower pole piece of the objective 
lens to collect BSEs with high take-off angles in order to enhance material 
contrast information and suppress topographical contrast [1.33]. In general, 
the BSE imaging mode of SEMs provides a qualitative method for mapping 
material contrast information [1.34-1.35].  
 
The BSE spectrum can be obtained by filtering and plotting the intensity of 
BSEs according to their energy distribution [1.36]. As shown in figure 1.2, 
the BSE spectrum usually consists of an elastically scattered peak and a 
broad maximum, which extends from the primary energy E0 to about 50 eV, 
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where it overlaps with SEs in the low energy part of the spectrum [1.30].  
 
In later chapters of this thesis, how the energy distribution of BSEs changes 
with emission angle will be investigated by simulation and experiment. 
These results will show that the form of the energy distribution changes 
significantly for wide-angle BSEs, where middle range energy BSEs are 
suppressed, and the BSE signal is dominated by elastic scattering close to the 




surface of the sample. Later chapters in this thesis show how extra 
information about the sample may be obtained by capturing the energy 
spectrum of wide-angle BSEs. 
 
1.2 Scope of the Thesis 
This thesis contains 6 chapters. Chapter 2 describes simulation and 
experimental results of a second order aberration corrected magnetic 
spectrometer EELS attachment for the SEM. In Chapter 3, Monte Carlo 
simulation of BSE interaction inside a solid is carried out and subsequent 
angle filtering is investigated. Chapter 4 presents experimental results based 
upon wide angle BSE imaging, which has applications for tomographical and 
surface analysis. In Chapter 5, the wide angle BSE spectrum is captured 
experimentally and compared with Monte Carlo simulation results. Chapter 6 
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Chapter 2. A Compact Magnetic Sector 
Split-Plate Spectrometer for EELS 
2.1 Introduction 
2.1.1 Literature Review 
Electron energy loss spectroscopy was first carried out in reflection mode in 
1929 by Rudberg, who reported electron energy spectra of electrons that 
were reflected from a silver or copper surface in his PhD thesis [2.1-2.2]. 
Low energy primary electrons were used (40-900 eV) in these experiments, 
the energy of the reflected electrons was recorded by passing them through 
an electrostatic spectrometer with a resolving power of 1/200 of the primary 
electron energy, and the electron intensity was then plotted as a function of 
energy loss. Rudberg showed that the electron energy loss spectrum is only 
related to the chemical composition of the sample and is independent of the 
primary irradiating beam energy.  
 
Ruthemann first reported the transmission mode EELS spectra from a higher 
primary electron energy of 2~10 keV in 1941 [2.3]. This EELS spectrum 
showed a series of energy loss peaks at multiples of 16 eV from a thin Al 
sample. Bohm and Pines claimed that these multiple energy loss peaks were 
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caused by scattering with electron plasmon oscillations [2.4]. In 1942, 
Ruthemann achieved the first inner-shell electron energy loss peaks of carbon, 
nitrogen and oxygen in a transmitted EELS spectrum of a thin film of 
collodion (a form of nitrocellulose) [2.5]. 
 
Hillier and Baker, in 1944, carried out the first elemental identification 
analysis by using the inner-shell energy loss peaks in the EELS spectrum 
[2.6]. They improved their EELS instrument in order to provide a primary 
electron energy of 25 to 75 keV and a material sensitivity of 10-16-10-14g. 
Several materials were tested and their K-, L- and M- shell energy loss peaks 
were recorded.  
 
Before aberration corrected spectrometers were available, retarding field 
spectrometers were used. In 1949, Mollenstedt reported the design of a high 
energy resolution (1/5000 of the primary energy) electrostatic spectrometer 
which used two cylindrical electrodes to decelerate fast electrons to only 
several eV [2.7]. Retarding the electron energy resulted in a higher dispersion, 
which led to an improved resolving power of 1/50,000 (of the primary 
energy). Thereafter, transmission EELS attachments started to be added to 
conventional transmission electron microscopes (CTEMs) for elemental and 
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structural analysis purposes in several university research laboratories. Since 
the retarding field spectrometer could not focus electrons in the direction 
parallel to the axis of its cylinders, it required a long but narrow entrance slit, 
restricting the input angle. Boersch et al. used a combined electric and 
magnetic field (Wien filter) to achieve the same electron energy resolving 
power as the Mollenstedt spectrometer with a larger slit [2.8].  
 
Although retarding electrostatic spectrometers can provide good energy 
resolution, high potential biasing is difficult to realize inside a TEM chamber. 
As a result, a simple magnetic sector spectrometer attachment to TEMs is 
usually preferred for analyzing high energy transmitted electrons. Marton 
was the first to incorporate a magnetic spectrometer attachment to a 
conventional TEM in 1946 [2.9]. In 1969, Wittry invented an EELS 
spectrometer arrangement for TEMs, where the crossover after the projection 
lens forms the object point of the magnetic sector spectrometer [2.10]. In this 
design, a spectrometer entrance aperture can be used in order to select the 
region or diffraction pattern of the specimen being analyzed. After the 
magnetic sector spectrometer became a commercial attachment for CTEMs, 
aberration correction for these magnetic sector spectrometers was carried out 




In 1968, Crewe’s group invented the first high-resolution STEM. They later 
attached an aberration corrected EELS analyzer to their STEM for high 
energy resolution EELS analysis [2.11]. In their spectrometer design, the 
entrance and exit of the magnetic pole pieces were curved according to a 
geometric function. This curvature was designed to change the focusing 
power for electrons with different input angles and focus them on to the same 
point at the image plane. An energy resolution of 0.22 eV was achieved, but 
it required very high machining and alignment accuracy because the 
curvatures at the pole piece edges were not of a regular shape (formed from 
circles or straight lines).  
 
Another type of spectrometer aberration correction was to use round 
curvatures at the entrance and exit of the pole pieces [2.12]. Figure 2.1 shows 
a typical schematic of curved edge spectrometers. Transmitted electrons start 
from a point (specimen position or projected crossover of the specimen), 
which has a distance, U, above the spectrometer, and is focused at a distance 
V away from the exit edge. Input electrons are deflected by an angle of φ and 
through a radius of R. ε1 and ε2 are angles between the tangential direction of 
the curvature and the z and x directions respectively. The entrance and exit 
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edges are curved with radii R1 and R2 respectively. θ represents the semi 
angle of the input electron beam, and ψ stands for the angle between the 
dispersion plane and -x direction. 
 
Brown et al. in 1977 wrote a computer program, named TRANSPORT, for 
designing charged particle beam transport systems [2.13]. This program was 
Figure 2.1: Geometry of an aberration-corrected double-focusing 




later widely used to calculate aberration free geometry for the pole-pieces in 
magnetic sector spectrometers. Some examples of aberration corrected 
geometries are shown in table 2.1. However, the spot of the electron beam in 
the dispersion plane is so small that it is usually difficult to measure the 
dimension of the focus profile experimentally. In order to correct for 
experimental errors and optimize the energy resolution, Egerton et al. used an 
alignment figure method to monitor the performance of the spectrometer 
[2.22]. In their setup, the primary electron beam was scanned about the 
object point, generating different entrance angles into the spectrometer. At 
Table 2.1 Geometric parameters for aberration-corrected spectrometer 
using curved entrance and exit edges of magnetic pole-pieces. 
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the image plane, when outgoing electron rays through the spectrometer are 
not focused at the energy filtering slit position, they will be blocked by the 
slit. When the deflected electrons pass through the slit, they will hit the 
scintillator behind the energy filter slit to generate light signals, which are 
then converted into electrical signals by a photomultiplier tube (PMT). 
Therefore, a contrast image is formed and synchronized with the scanning 
display image, which provides information on the degree of geometric 
aberration correction achieved. This alignment figure technique allows 
optimization for sextupole or octupole lenses, which are placed before and 
after the spectrometer, to compensate for residual second- or third-order 
aberrations [2.20, 2.21].  
 
The performance of a curved edge magnetic sector spectrometer greatly 
depends on the machining tolerances and alignment accuracy involved [2.17]. 
If the spectrometer is to operate as a possible SEM attachment, it must have a 
bending radius of only several millimeters, much smaller than that required 
for TEMS. The machining tolerances and alignment accuracy for such a 
miniaturized spectrometer may be one or two microns, making it difficult to 
manufacture. The following work in this chapter investigates a new 
aberration corrected spectrometer design using split-plate magnetic 
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pole-pieces. The split-plate EELS spectrometer design relaxes machining and 
alignment requirements, making it possible for an aberration corrected 
spectrometer to be small enough to provide EELS inside a SEM specimen 
chamber. 
 
2.1.2 Transmission EELS Spectrometer Basics 
In transmission electron energy loss spectroscopy, researchers are interested 
in single electron scattering events, where a fast electron only experiences a 
single interaction with the sample and loses a characteristic amount of energy 
[2.23]. This characteristic energy loss may come from the excitation of an 
inner shell electron or generation of plasmon oscillations [2.24-2.26].  
 
As already stated, the magnetic sector spectrometer attachment is commonly 
used as a TEM/STEM attachment to produce EELS spectra [2.27]. A 
magnetic sector electron energy spectrometer consists of several pairs of 
magnetically excited pole-pieces, which are typically arranged symmetrically 
with respect to the plane where the optical axis lies, as shown in figure 2.2. 
This plane is often referred to as the in-plane, and the plane perpendicular to 
it, the out-of-plane [2.28]. In the spectrometer shown in figure 2.2, an 
electromagnet creates a magnetic field (B), which points in the y-direction 
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and is perpendicular to the incident beam which travels in the x-z plane. 
Between the plates, electrons travel in a circular orbit whose radius of 
curvature R is given by [2.29-2.31]: 
R=(m0/eB)v                                             Eq. 2.1 
 
where  is a relativistic factor, m0 is the rest mass of an electron, e is the 
electronic charge and v is the electron’s velocity. When the electron beam 
leaves the magnetic sector, it will have been deflected through an angle of  , 
Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of the magnetic spectrometer and its 




which is often designed to be 90°. Eq. 2.1 indicates that the angular 
deflection of an electron depends on its velocity within the field region. 
Electrons with lower energy will have a lower value of v and therefore 
smaller R, so they leave the magnetic sector with a larger deflection angle. 
 
The magnetic sector not only deflects and disperses electrons, but it can also 
focus them. Figure 2.3a is a schematic representation more dedicated direct 
ray tracing simulations carried out by a finite element method program [2.32]. 
Figure 2.3a shows that the in-plane electrons which deviate from the central 
optical axis by a negative angle x, the outer ray, travels a greater distance 
within the magnetic field region (than the central ray), and therefore 
undergoes a slightly larger angular deflection so that it returns towards the 
optic axis. On the other hand, electrons with a positive deviation angle x, 
inner ray, has a shorter path length in the magnetic field region. Therefore it 
is less deflected and also focuses on to the central ray (around the same point 
I1) as the outer ray. The distance between the focusing point and the 
spectrometer is dependent on the source angle x, and can be calculated by 
simple first-order optics considerations. According to Barber’s rule [2.33], 
when the edges of the magnet field are perpendicular to the entrance and exit 




Figure 2.3: Focusing properties of a magnetic sector. (a) Radial 





on the filter plane I1 lie in a straight line (as shown in figure 2.3a). 
 
When fringing field components at the polepiece edges are taken into 
account, electrons are also focused in the out-of-plane (y-z plane), as shown 
in figure 2.3b. Fringing fields at the entrance and exit boundaries of the 
magnetic field behave like two convex lenses, which focus the out-of-plane 
electron trajectories to a point I2. Generally, the spectrometer focal lengths in 
in-plane and out-of-plane are not necessarily equal, so I2 and I1 may lie at 
different points on the optical axis. However, the geometry of the 
spectrometer can be designed in order to have identical in-plane and 
out-of-plane focal points, in which case the spectrometer is said to achieve 
stigmatic focusing, or double focusing [2.11, 2.12, 2.31, 2.34,].  
 
2.1.3 Transmission EELS Spectrometer Geometrical Aberrations 
Geometrical aberrations cause the focal point in the image plane to be 
blurred, since electrons with different entrance angles take different 
trajectory paths, experiencing different field conditions [2.35]. The in-plane 
minimum width of the resulting spot, w, can be expressed as a polynomial 
function of the electron beam in-plane semi angle, x: 
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where Ci1, Ci2, and Ci3 are in-plane aberration coefficients. For a simple 
square shaped magnetic sector spectrometer, as shown in figure 2.3a, the 
first-order term of the polynomial function is related to the alignment of the 
setup, and the geometrical aberration is primarily determined by the 
second-order term [2.17, 2.35]. Figure 2.4 is a schematic illustration of the 
spectrometer’s second order aberration effect: different focal positions (fx1 
and fx2) are obtained for negative x and positive x in-plane entrance angles. 
Because magnetic sector electron spectrometer functions both by focusing 
and dispersing different electron energies in the image plane, geometrical 
aberrations limit the best possible energy resolution that can be obtained by 
these spectrometer [2.23]. The energy resolution for a monochromatic 
electron beam, , is usually expressed by the following equation 2.3 
[2.36]: 
                                     Eq. 
2.3 
 
where D is the spectrometer’s dispersing power, s is the slit width in the 
dispersion plane, and w is the aberration limited beam profile at the image 
plane. When a relatively small aperture size is used, geometrical aberration 
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limits the resolving power of the spectrometer. Low energy resolution 
typically masks fine structures in the energy spectrum or lowers the contrast 
of sharp spectrum peaks. Fortunately, there are ways in spectrometer design 
that can correct for low-order geometrical aberration effects, and thereby 
improve the best achievable energy resolution. 
 
In this chapter, a compact split-plate magnetic sector spectrometer design is 




presented in order to perform EELS analysis inside a conventional SEM. The 
spectrometer split-plate design corrects for second-order geometrical 
aberration. 
 
2.2 EELS Analysis in SEMs 
Figure 2.5 depicts a schematic diagram of a simple square magnetic sector 
spectrometer attachment incorporated into a conventional SEM chamber 
[2.37]. The spectrometer is placed below a thin specimen. The primary beam 
in this case is passed through the specimen, unlike the conventional mode of 
SEM operation, where the output signal is formed by scattered/reflected 
electrons emitted from a bulk specimen. Here, a deflection field, B, is created 
by solenoids connected to a rectangle shaped iron pair of excitation plates. 
Note that the dimensions are not drawn to scale. This attachment works by 
creating a magnetic sector field which deflects the transmitted electron beam 
through 90° with a bend radius of 20 mm. After travelling through the 
magnetic sector, the dispersed beam is filtered by a uniform narrow slit 
placed 55 mm away. The beam is first focused on to the specimen in spot 
mode at the point O. An aperture of 50 µm radius is placed 10 mm below the 
specimen to achieve a 5 mrad collection semi-angle of the transmitted 
electron beam. When transmitted electrons enter the magnetic sector, they are 
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Figure 2.6: Measurement of the full width at half maximum of the zero 
loss peak (ZLP) in the energy loss spectrum, which indicates a 4eV 
energy resolution of the spectrometer 
Figure 2.5: Experimental layout of the EELS attachment 
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focused by the magnetic sector on to the energy filter plane (F), and the 
filtered electrons will strike the YAP screen to generate light. The light is 
detected by a photomultiplier tube. The energy spectrum is generated by 
monitoring the output current as the magnetic sector strength is varied. The 
edges of the magnet sector are perpendicular to the entrance and exit beam, 
so the pre-focus point of the beam O, the center of the curvature C and the 
first order focus point on the filter plane F lie in a straight line [2.33], as 
shown in figure 2.5. The primary beam energy of the SEM is set to its 
maximum of 30 keV in order to provide a minimum ratio of specimen 
thickness to mean free path (λ) inside the specimen. The following results 
were obtained by using the EELS attachment inside a Philips XL30 field 
emission SEM. The dispersive power of the magnetic sector is 1.25 µm/eV 
(calculated by simple geometry). A uniform 60 µm thick copper slit of 5 µm 
wide was made through electroplating, predicted to give an energy resolution 
of 4 eV. The full width half maximum (FHWM) of the zero loss peak (ZLP) 
in the EELS low loss data, whose minimum value is given by the energy 
spread of the primary beam, is measured by this spectrometer to be 4 eV (See 
figure 2.6), much better than the energy resolution of normal EDX results. 
Figure 2.7a presents the EELS low loss spectrum for a test amorphous carbon 
film (8 nm thick specimen). A single peak at 24 eV is found in the low loss 
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spectrum. Figure 2.7b shows the carbon K edge spectrum of the same 
specimen, indicating the amorphous carbon K edge core loss peak at around 
280 eV. This spectrum data is consistent with the spectrum of amorphous 
carbon provided by EELS Atlas [2.38], obtained through the use of 
Figure 2.7: (a) and (b) : EELS spectrum of a 8nm thick amorphous 
carbon film obtained in a Philips XL30 field emission SEM (a) EELS 
low loss spectrum peaks around 24eV (b) Carbon K-edge electron 
energy loss spectrum, which show a peak around 300eV energy loss. (c) 
and (d) : Spectrum of amorphous carbon film from TEM/STEM 
instruments, the EELS Atlas data (c) EELS low loss spectrum (d) 
Carbon K-edge electron energy loss spectrum. 
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TEM/STEM instruments, providing an energy loss peak at 23.5 eV and a 
peak at 283.8 eV for the K-edge, as shown in figure 2.7 c and d. The ultimate 
limit of the energy resolution comes from the energy spread of the primary 
beam (0.2~0.5 eV for field emission guns). The energy resolution of this 
setup is limited by the width of the slot (aperture) in the energy dispersion 
plane.  
 
2.3 Geometric Aberration Correction 
Electron ray tracing results from a 3D finite element simulation program, 
KEOS [2.32], predict the possibility of eliminating the 2nd-order in-plane 
(deflection plane) geometric aberration by using split magnetic sector plates. 
Figure 2.8a shows the geometrical layout of a first-order focusing square 
shape magnetic sector. At the focal point of this magnetic sector, the electron 
ray with a positive input angle focuses further away than the electron ray 
with a negative input angle. The different focusing positions for positive and 
negative input electron rays can be recorded in the simulation program in 
order to monitor the effect of geometric aberrations. Figure 2.8b shows the 
layout of a split-plate magnetic sector, where α, β, and γ represent different 
magnetic scalar potentials on different sector plates. A spectrometer with the 
structure in figure 2.8b is simulated in the KEOS program. Incoming electron 
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Figure 2.8: Magnetic sector spectrometers (a) Simple first order square 







rays with +θ and –θ (θ varies from 5 mrad to 25 mrad) semi-angles are 
traced from the object point. Assuming the permeability of the iron material 
to be infinite, the magnetic scalar potential of the outer box is set to be 0 and 
the magnetic scalar potential of the inside area is solved [2.39] by the KEOS 
program. The central ray path is assumed to be the electron optical axis, and 
the focus positions of the inner ray and outer ray are recorded for different 
excitation values. The aberration limited electron beam width in the focal 
plane is calculated from a ray tracing program in KEOS. The in-plane 
aberration limited beam width in the focal plane, w, is expanded in terms of 
input semi angle (θ), as shown in Eq 2.2. 
 
The simulation results shown in figure 2.9a predict that Ci2 decreases to 0 
when the relative excitation ratios of α: β: γ approach 0.8: 1.5: 2.43 
respectively. At the same excitation ratios, Ci3, as shown in Figure 2.9b, is 
around its minimum, and the simulated aberration limited electron beam 
widths, in figure 2.9c, approach 0 for a series of input angles. The simulation 
also predicts that there is more than one solution for in-plane geometric 
aberration corrected excitation ratios. Due to the miniaturized size of the 
spectrometer, saturation of the iron material makes it difficult to know the 
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figures can be used to monitor the spectrometer performance [2.22]. To 
obtain alignment figures, the primary electron beam is scanned as normal, 
generating different entrance angles into the spectrometer. At the image plane, 
when outgoing electron rays through the spectrometer are not focused at the 
Figure 2.9: Simulation results of spectrometer aberration properties (a) 
simulated in-plane second-order aberration coefficient decrease to 0 
when α:β:γ is around 0.8 : 1.5 : 2.425 (b) simulated in-plane third-order 
aberration coefficient is close to its minimum value when second-order 
aberration is eliminated (c) second-order aberration limited electron 
beam size in the image plane decreases to 0 for a series of incoming 
semi-angles from 5 mrad to 25 mrad at the second-order aberration 




energy filtering slit position, they will hit the slit plate to generate secondary 
electrons. These SE signals are detected by the SE detector of the SEM. 
When the deflected electrons pass through the slit, they will hit the 
scintillator behind the energy filter slit. The slit is very small, so few SEs can 
come out and be detected. Therefore, a contrast of the SE image is formed 
and synchronized with the SEM display image, which provides information 
about the degree of geometric aberration correction achieved. The 
displacement at the image plane, ix , of electron rays in the dispersion 
direction at the image plane varies according to its incoming angle in x and y 
directions at the object point. Here, the x-direction is defined to be in the 
deflection plane (in-plane) and perpendicular to the optical axis, and the 
y-direction is in the out-of-plane direction, perpendicular to the optical axis. 
The displacement ix can be represented up to 4th order in terms of input 




































        
       
Eq. 2.4 
 
where   represents a PP /  fractional momentum change for the ray 
along the optical axis, '0x  represents the in-plane incoming semi-angle, and 
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'0y  represents the out-of-plane incoming semi-angle.  
 
Assuming the primary electron beam is monochromatic, the second-order 




042 )'()'( yCxCxi                                   Eq. 2.5 
 








04                               Eq. 2.6 
 
where s is the width of the slit at the image plane. If C4 and C6 are of different 
signs, the pure second order alignment figure consists of two parabolas, as 
shown in figure 2.10a, two contour lines ( sF
2
1  and sF
2
1 ) of the 
function  206
2
04 )'()'( yCxCF   were drawn via Mathematica. The area 
between the two contour lines forms the alignment figure described by Eq 
2.6. If C4 and C6 have the same sign, the pattern is a solid ellipse, as shown in 
figure 2.10b. Similarly, the pure third order alignment figure is described by 








07                            Eq. 2.7 
 




Figure 2.10: Second order alignment figures: (a) Cross shaped pure 
second order alignment figure when C4 and C6 have different signs. (b) 
Ellipse shaped pure second order alignment figure when C4 and C6 have 
same signs. (c) Experimental second order alignment figure. 
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Figure 2.11: (a) Calculated pure third order alignment figure when C7 
and C11 have different signs. (b) Spindle shaped pure third order 
alignment figure when C7 and C11 have same signs. (C7 and C11 are 
assumed to in the same order of C4 and C6) (c) Experimental third order 
alignment figure with   =0 (C7 and C11 have different signs). (d) 
Experimental third order alignment figure with   =0 (C7 and C11 have 
same signs) (e) Experimental third order alignment figure with  <0 
(C7 and C11 have different signs). (f) Experimental third order alignment 
figure with   >0 (C7 and C11 have different signs). 
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C7 and C11 are of different signs. A spindle shaped third order pattern is 
formed when C7 and C11 have the same sign, as shown in Figure 2.11b.  
 
2.4 Experimental Results 
A prototype of the split plate spectrometer shown in figure 2.8a was 
manufactured and tested inside an XL30 field emission SEM. First, an 
experimental alignment figure was obtained where the second-order 
geometric aberration was dominant, and is shown in figure 2.10c. This result 
is similar to the predicted second-order alignment figure for C4 and C6 of 
different signs shown in figure 2.10a. Next, higher-order experimental 
alignment figures were obtained by further varying the excitations on the 
split plates, as shown in figures 2.11c-f. Figure 2.11d represents the 
optimized condition, where the third-order dominant geometric aberration is 
obtained, as predicted in figure 2.11a for C7 and C11 having different signs. 
Figure 2.11e shows third-order alignment figure as predicted in figure 2.11b 
for C7 and C11 having same signs. Figures 2.11e and 2.11f represent 
excitations that effectively impose a fractional momentum deviation   in 
the direction of the optical axis. 
 
To directly examine the improvement in energy resolution, a static electron 
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beam is fixed at the object point (in a SEM without a specimen) and scanned 
across the energy filter slit by slightly decreasing the excitations of the 
spectrometer. The electron beam profile in the image plane is examined by 
differentiating the signal intensity across the slit edge. The in-plane electron 
beam width can be measured as the FWHM of the electron beam profile. In 
figure 2.12a, the FWHM of the electron beam in the image plane occurs over 
a dispersion distance equivalent to 1.33 eV, at excitation ratios of 1:1:1. At 
this excitation ratio, the split plate spectrometer performs similarly to a 
geometric aberration uncorrected square shape spectrometer. Here, a primary 
electron beam energy of 7 keV is used, and it is assumed that the geometric 
aberration (da) and dispersion (dd) of the spectrometer (1.25 μm/eV) add in 
quadrature, giving w, described by Eq 2.8. 
222
da ddw                                               Eq. 2.8 
 
A field emission gun energy spread of 0.6 eV (most likely experimental value 
[2.40]) is assumed to represent the dd term, thus the geometric aberration 
limited term da is calculated to be equivalent to a dispersion of 1.2 eV at 
1:1:1 excitation ratios. Figure 2.12b shows the FWHM of the electron beam 
in the image plane occurs over a distance, equivalent to a 0.65 eV energy 
spread, at third order geometric aberration limited excitation ratios, and the 
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Figure 2.12: Electron beam profile in the focal plane by differentiating the 
signal intensity rise across a slit edge when focused electron beam scans 
across the slit edge (a) When the third order predominant pattern is 
achieved (b) at 1:1:1 ratios, similar to an aberration uncorrected square 
shape magnetic sector. 
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geometric aberration limited term da gives an energy spread of 0.25 eV ( also 
assuming 0.6 eV for the energy spread of the gun). By correcting for 
second-order geometric aberration, the geometric aberration limited energy 




In this chapter, a miniaturized EELS attachment for conventional SEMs has 
been presented. Simulation results predicting the elimination of the 
spectrometer second order geometric aberration by using split sector plates 
have been presented. Experimental third order dominant geometric alignment 
figures have been observed, indicating correction of second-order geometric 
aberration. The energy resolution of this spectrometer has been examined by 
scanning the electron beam across a slit edge at the image plane, and 
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Chapter 3. Monte-Carlo Simulation of Angle 
filtered Backscattered Electrons 
3.1 Introduction 
Monte-Carlo simulations for modeling electron scattering are widely used in 
BSE spectral analysis [3.1-3.4]. BSE spectroscopic investigations have so far 
mainly considered scattering properties of high energy BSEs that penetrate 
several microns or greater into the sample. Hoffmann et al reported angle 
filtered characteristics of BSE spectra [3.5]. They showed that when the BSE 
take-off angle decreases to around 90° relative to the primary beam direction 
(wide angle BSEs), elastically scattered electrons play a much more 
important part in the BSE spectrum than at wider take off angles. However, 
their study did not investigate the depth distribution of scattering events. Rau 
et al reported an application of energy filtered BSEs for semi-tomographical 
analysis [3.6]. They demonstrated that BSEs with different energies have a 
different diffusion range into the specimen, however, they did not investigate 
how this changed with BSE scattering angle. In general, the BSE studies that 
have been conducted so far have been limited to bulk material analysis, that 




The following study involves understanding BSE yield intensity as a function 
of emission energy and take-off angle, looking specifically to acquire more 
information about the sample’s surface. BSE scattering event distribution 
properties are analyzed in terms of their penetration in to the sample and in 
terms of the possibility of performing angle filtered BSE material contrast. 
Emphasis is placed on BSE detection at wide angles. This has not been done 
in detail before. The advantages of wide angle BSEs include enhanced 
specimen surface sensitivity and quasi-elastic scattering properties without 
the need to perform complicated energy filtering [3.7]. This information 
should help identify characteristic energy loss peaks, like plasmon peaks in 
the BSE spectrum. 
 
Firstly, elastic and inelastic peaks in the BSE energy spectrum were 
compared at different take-off angles. Secondly, depth distributions of BSE 
scattering events at different take-off angles were simulated and their 
relationship to image resolution investigated. Finally, BSE yields of different 
materials are calculated, and their material contrast at different emission 
angles presented. All Monte Carlo simulations in this work use programs 
from Joy’s electron-solid interaction model [3.1]. In every Monte Carlo 




3.2 BSE Properties 
Figure 3.1 shows the simulation model used for investigating the relationship 
of emission angle to the BSE energy spectrum. The incident electron beam is 
normal to the specimen surface, and BSEs are detected at different angles, θ. 
The θ value in the range of 90° to 180° corresponds to the BSEs that escape 
from the specimen. The BSE spectrum is monitored over a range of different 
emission angle intervals.  
 
Figure 3.2 presents typical Monte Carlo simulated BSE spectra of gold, iron, 
and aluminum with full emission angle detection (90º to 180º), for a normal 
incident electron beam. These BSE spectra consist of an elastically scattered 
peak and an inelastically scattered broad maximum. The inelastic broad 
maximum extends from the primary energy (E0) to very low energies, where 
it overlaps with Auger electron and SE energy spectra. The peak of the 
inelastic peak shifts to lower energies with decreasing average atomic 
number (Z) of the sample. It is clear that the area under the broad inelastic 
maximum is much larger than that covered by the elastic peak, indicating that 
the majority of BSEs are inelastically scattered. The inelastic scattering 
information is related to multiple scattering events, which relate only to bulk 
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Figure 3.2: Monte-Carlo Simulations of backscattered electron spectra 
with BSE emission angle at 90º to 180º, 1: gold, 2: iron, 3: aluminum 
Figure 3.1: Monte-carlo simulation conditions for BSE spectra 
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physical properties of the specimen (i.e. atomic number, atomic weight, and 
density). Therefore, a BSE spectrum may not be unique, and the spectrum of 
a pure material may be very similar to that of an alloy. This leads to possible 
ambiguity when studying alloys, therefore, the broad maximum in the BSE 
spectra is not very useful for material identification purposes.  
 
For elemental, compositional, and structural research, the EELS technique is 
widely used [3.8]. The EELS spectrum consists of an elastic peak (low 
energy loss), plasmon peaks, and core energy loss peaks [3.9]. Plasmons are 
collective oscillations of free electrons in the sample, which behave like 
quasi particles, quantized in energy, like light is quantized into photons [3.10]. 
For most material analysis applications, core loss peaks are used for 
elemental identification, usually in the transmission mode.  
 
There are two types of plasmon energy states for a material, the surface 
plasmons and the volume plasmons. Surface plasmons have applications in 
dielectric or biological material analysis, where they are sensitive to the 
interference at the interface between a dielectric and a thin metallic film. For 
a bulk solid to vacuum surface, the surface plasmon energy simply equals the 
volume plasmon energy divided by 2  [3.11]. However, the surface 
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plasmons of a thin metal film on a dielectric substrate are also dependent on 
the property of the dielectric material and the thickness of the metal film. 
When the surface plasmon energy, volume plasmon energy, and the film 
thickness are known, it is possible to calculate the dielectric constant of the 
dielectric material, which can be interpreted into specific material 
information. This technique is widely used in surface plasmon resonance 
(SPR), where surface plasmons are excited by a light source [3.12]. The 
excitation energy of the surface plasmons can be computed from the 
wavelength of the illuminating light source and its incident angle (for 
minimum reflection). When an electron source is used for surface plasmon 
energy loss analysis, it is necessary to minimize the inelastic scattering 
background and intensify surface scattering. This section will show that wide 
angle emission BSEs have a suppressed inelastic spectral background, and 
are therefore suitable for surface plasmon analysis. 
 
3.2.1 Energy Filtered BSE Angular Yields 
Figure 3.3a exhibits a simulated energy filtered angular BSE yield 
distribution. A 5 keV primary beam is simulated to strike a silicon sample. 
BSEs are first energy filtered, and thereafter analyzed in terms of different 
emissions angles. All yield curves are normalized to their peak values. Here, 
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the BSE yield is calculated by counting all the BSEs emitted in a wide polar 
angle and in the full azimuthal direction. This is different from condition of 
Lambert’s cosine law, which counts BSEs for a small solid angle. Figure 3.3a 
shows that the BSEs become more inelastically scattered as they lose more 
energy with respect to E0. When the energy loss is greater than 40%, the BSE 
yield curve for silicon essentially follows the function of )2(  Sin . This 
energy loss range is generally considered to come from inelastic scattering. 
However, the elastic BSE yield (say with 1% energy loss) increases almost 
linearly as θ decreases. This means that a large portion of elastically scattered 
BSEs are emitted at wide angles. Figure 3.3b displays the simulated angle 
BSE yield of a gold sample with the same simulation conditions. The energy 
filtered angular BSE yield follows the function of )2(  Sin  when more 
than 10% initial energy is lost. This means that heavier materials generally 
require less energy loss to follow a sine-shaped BSE yield curve.  
 
For most materials, elastic BSEs with less than a 1% energy loss, reach a 
maximum yield when θ approaches 90°, predicting that most wide angle 
BSEs are elastically scattered. Therefore, if elastic BSEs are required, 
detection of wide angle BSEs may be an alternative to filtering in the BSE 




3.2.2 Angle Filtered BSE Energy Spectra 
Figure 3.4 presents simulated angle filtered BSE energy spectra. A 5 keV 
primary beam is assumed to strike a gold specimen in order to record BSE 
spectra at different θ intervals. In the region of wide θ, a sharp elastic 
scattered peak is observed, which gradually disappears as θ increases. When 
the emission angle decreases to 90°-91°, over 95% of BSEs lose less than 5% 
of their original energy, indicating that most wide angle BSEs are elastically 
scattered. For narrow-angles, the broad inelastically scattered peak 
dominates.  
 
The reduced plural scattering background at wide θ (close to 90°) raises the 
Figure 3.4: BSE spectra results with different detection angles (θ). 
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possibility of detecting plasmon energy loss peaks in experimental BSE 
spectra. Normally, since plasmon peaks lie quite close to the elastic energy E0, 
they are submerged in the background inelastic signal. The plasmon energy 
loss peaks are not shown in Monte-Carlo simulation, which does not take 
into account scattering with plasmons. In practice, scattering events absorb a 
certain amount of energy from the incident electrons’ collisions with outer 
shell electrons, which are characteristic of the sample. They are visible as 
plasmon energy loss peaks commonly observed in BSE spectra [3.13-3.14]. 
These plasmon energy loss peaks are obviously easier to detect when the 
multiple scattering background is suppressed or eliminated, often effectively 
achieved by post-processing [3.15].  
 
Suppression of the inelastic BSE background, naturally leads to the 
dominance of elastically scattered BSEs, which experience fewer scattering 
events and do not penetrate deep into the specimen. These elastic BSEs 
should provide mainly specimen surface information. The surface region is 
very important in many industrial and research applications, like surface 
contamination identification on hard disk drives, protein identification by 
surface interference of a thin film, and semiconductor fabrication and 
characterization (in IC failure analysis). The level of the surface information 
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obtained by wide angle BSEs will be discussed in detail in section 3.3.  
 
3.2.3 Material Related BSE Spectra at Wide Emission Angles 
As discussed in section 3.1, BSE spectra carry material related information, 
and their shapes depend on the material under investigation, but this has not 
been investigated for electron emission at wide angles in detail before. In 
situations where the electron source is used for surface plasmon interference 
studies, like in SPR, the thin film deposited on the dielectric sample is 
preferred to be a metallic material which has a small background at the 
surface plasmon energy loss region. It is important to know the effect of 
material type on the BSE spectrum in order to choose a suitable metallic film 
between the dielectric and vacuum. Therefore, determining the relation 
between the average atomic number of the sample and its wide angle BSE 
spectrum shape is necessary.  
 
Figure 3.5a presents the normalized BSE spectra at a relatively narrow 
emission angle interval from 132º to 135º (narrow angle BSEs). A 5 keV 
primary beam is specified for gold, copper, and silicon samples. It is clear 
that a BSE broad multiple-scattering peak dominates at large θ values. This 
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Figure 3.5: Simulated BSE spectra for gold, copper, and silicon 
substrates with a 5 keV primary beam (a) for emission angles between 
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the specimen increases. The plasmon energy is typically in the range of 5 eV 
to 50 eV below the primary beam energy [3.16], and low BSE background is 
critical in terms of signal to noise considerations. However, the 20% energy 
loss BSE yield intensity is over 30% of the peak intensity for narrow angle 
BSEs of gold specimen, which has the lowest background. This means that 
BSEs with narrow emission angles are not suitable for plasmon energy loss 
analysis.  
 
Figure 3.5b shows the normalized BSE spectra at a wide emission angle 
interval (90<θ<93º). The same simulation conditions are used as in Figure 
3.5a. It is clear that only sharp elastic peaks can be observed. The width of 
the elastic peak broadens as the atomic number of the specimen decreases. 
For the gold, copper, and silicon sample, the BSE yield at wide angle drops 
below 1% with respect to the maximum intensity when BSEs experience 
over 2% energy loss. The combination of single sharp elastic peak and 
suppressed broad multiple scattering should enhance possible detection of 
plasmon energy loss peaks in the BSE spectra.  
 
3.3 Depth Distribution of Angle Filtered BSE Scattering Events 
In electron optical studies, the surface is often defined to be the solid to 
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vacuum interface. When a particle (e.g. ion, atom, electron, and etc.) 
approaches the surface, the electronic structure, the vibrations of surface 
atoms, the crystallographic structure, and material types at the surface region 
may all affect the behavior of that particle. For these reasons, the surface of a 
solid is important in many processes in semiconductor industry device 
fabrication and characterization. Currently, surface analysis is only carried 
out in dedicated instruments, like TEM, Scanning Auger Microscope (SAM), 
and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). Although BSEs are more 
accessible and cheaper in conventional SEMs, BSE surface information has 
not been successfully extracted for surface analysis, however, detection of 
BSEs at wide take-off angles may provide an opportunity for achieving this. 
Dominant elastic BSEs at wide emission angles should contain fewer 
scattering events and accordingly, a smaller penetration depth. Powell et al 
reported that the main plasmon energy loss peak might shift from being 
volume plasmons to surface plasmons when the BSE penetration depth is 
reduced within a few nanometers [3.17]. Similarly, surface plasmon energy 
may appear in the wide angle BSE spectrum if BSE penetration depth is 
reduced to the nanometer range. In the following section, this possibility will 
be examined by studying the depth distribution of scattering events for wide 




BSEs must firstly enter the solid sample from the vacuum, and then be 
backscattered into the vacuum from the solid. Therefore, they must traverse 
the surface region twice. In principle, there should be surface information 
carried by BSE scattering events. However, if narrow angle BSEs’ 
information is collected, the surface information is hidden due to a much 
stronger bulk scattering component. This intense BSE background may be 
the reason why surface plasmon energy loss peaks have not been observed in 
the BSE spectra with normal incident electron beam so far.  
 
In the previous section, simulation results predicted that BSE spectra at wide 
emission angles consist mainly of a sharp elastic peak. This means that no 
further energy filtering is needed to obtain elastically scattered BSE 
information. BSEs gain material information primarily from the scattering 
events which they experience in the solid. The depth distribution of these 
scattering events could further confirm the degree of surface information that 
they carry. Next section aims to find out why wide angle BSEs carry most 
surface information. 
 
3.3.1  Depth Distribution Angle Filtered BSE Scattering Events 
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Figure 3.6 compares BSE scattering events distributions and statistics at two 
different emission angle intervals. A gold specimen is specified at a primary 
electron energy at 5 keV. Figure 3.6a displays a simulated BSE depth 
distribution at a 90º<θ<180º interval. The statistical depth distribution of 
these BSE scattering events follows a lognormal distribution shape into the 
specimen, and the scattering density peaks at a certain depth below the 
surface. These BSEs carry scattering information up to 20 nm into the gold 
specimen. Figure 3.6b illustrates simulated scattering event results for wide 
emission angle BSEs (90<θ<91º). Elastic BSEs, which consist of over 95% 
of BSEs, are used to present the depth distribution of scattering events at this 
wide angle. The statistical depth distribution of wide angle BSE scattering 
events follows a shape of chi square distribution (with degree of freedom = 2) 
into the sample, and the scattering density peaks at the surface. It is clear that 
most BSEs at wide angle penetrate less than 2 nm into the gold specimen, 
where BSE are more prone to interact with surface plasmons, indicating that 
surface plasmon energy loss peak may appear in experimental BSE spectrum 
at wide angle. 
 
Based upon these simulation results, it can be deduced that BSEs at wide 
angles carry scattering information in a shallow surface region. It is predicted 
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that images formed from very wide angle BSE emission should carry a high 
degree of surface detail. In addition, it may be surface plasmons that appear 
in the BSE spectrum instead of volume plasmons.  
Figure 3.6: Simulated BSE scattering events depth distribution for 
gold substrate for a primary beam of 5 keV (a) for emission angles 







3.3.2  Transverse Distribution of Angle Filtered BSE Scattering Events 
At present, the resolution of conventional BSEs images is normally no better 
than 50 nm [3.18-3.19]. This resolution is limited by the interaction volume 
of BSE diffusion inside the sample. It is possible to reduce this interaction 
volume by reducing the incident beam energy, but the chromatic aberration 
on the primary beam correspondingly grows. This will again limit the BSE 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.7: Simulated BSE scattering events radial distribution for gold 
substrate for a primary beam of 5 keV (a) for emission angles between 




image resolution. Thus, a better way of achieving BSE image resolution is to 
reduce the interaction volume at relatively high primary energies, where 
chromatic aberration limited resolution is better than 10 nm. From Figure 3.6, 
we can see the predicted reduction of interaction volume via simulating wide 
angle BSEs at a primary beam energy of 5 keV. 
 
Figure 3.7a demonstrates the statistical distribution of BSE scattering events 
in the transverse direction, where the simulation conditions are the same as in 
Figure 3.6a. It is obvious that the BSE scattering events distribution in 
transverse direction follows a sharp Gaussian distribution shape. If we define 
the BSE interaction volume in the transverse direction to be the width 
containing 90% of scattering events, the BSE resolution will be limited to 34 
nm for the 90º < θ < 180º interval. This is close to the best achievable BSE 
image resolution inside a normal SEM. Figure 3.7b presents the 
corresponding distribution of BSE scattering events at wide emission angles 
( 90 < θ < 91º). The same simulation conditions are used as in Figure 3.6b. 
The BSE interaction volume of 7 nm is now achieved. This is about 5 times 
smaller than for the full BSE angle collection, which is similar to collection 
angles of conventional BSE detectors. These simulation results predict that a 
sub 10 nm BSE image resolution can be achieved when using wide emission 
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angle BSEs for imaging, indicating an improvement of BSE image resolution 
just by changing the BSE detector position. This method avoids any need for 
a complicated energy filtering process, in order to detect a higher content of 
elastic BSEs in the output signal. 
 
Simulation results in section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 predict that a better image 
resolution and more surface information can be obtained by using wide 
emission angle BSEs. It is important to investigate how the BSE yield at 
wide angles changes with specimen atomic number. For a conventional BSE 
detector, there is a significant increase in the BSE yield as the atomic number 
of the specimen rises, and BSE imaging is most commonly used to provide 
material contrast mapping.   
 
3.4 Angle Filtered BSE Material Contrast 
This section investigates how much material contrast information is 
contained in wide angle BSE signals. Figure 3.8 presents simulated angle 
filtered BSE yield contrast ratios for three materials, over 3° angles intervals 
between 90° to 180°. A 5 keV primary energy is tested on gold, copper, and 
silicon samples. 1 billion incident trajectories are used for each material. The 
BSE yield contrast ratio is formed by dividing the BSE yield of one material 
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by that of or another material over the same emission angle interval. Figure 
3.8 shows that relative BSE yields are almost independent of BSE emission 
angles, indicating that the same kind of BSE material contrast obtained with 
conventional BSE detectors should also be obtained from wide angle BSE 
signals.  
 
This is an important simulation result, which indicates that both surface and 
material contrast information should be present in the wide angle BSE signal, 























Figure 3.8: Angle filtered BSE yield ratios of gold, copper, and silicon. 
BSEs yields are counted for every 3º interval for 90 º <θ<180 º 
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Experimental wide angle imaging results will be presented in chapter 4, 
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The angle filtered BSE simulation results presented in chapter 3 predict that 
surface material contrast imaging can be achieved by using wide angle BSEs, 
where depth information of the wide angle BSE images is expected to come 
from within 2 nm of the specimen surface at a primary electron beam energy 
of 5 keV.  
 
In its normal mode of operation, BSEs are continuously emitted from the 
sample in the SEM, and the conventional way of detecting them is to place a 
disc shaped BSE detector just below the lower pole piece. Provided that the 
BSE detector of the SEM is detachable and can be placed to one side of the 
sample, simple initial angle-filtered experiments can be carried out.  
 
In this chapter, the experimental layout used for obtaining angle filtered BSE 
images is first presented. The technique is then used to image a test specimen 
having a buried layer. Finally, the method is applied to examine an integrated 
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circuit sample, providing rudimentary tomographical imaging.  
 
4.2 The Experimental Setup 
A BSE detector holder was manufactured and tested inside a FEI Quanta 3D 
dual beam instrument operating in the SEM mode. Figure 4.1 shows a 
schematic diagram of the angular BSE detector attachment inside the SEM 
chamber, and a side view photo of the manufactured unit is presented in 
Figure 4.2a. The unit is 50 mm high so that it can fit on to the stage of the 
SEM without touching the SEM objective lens. The whole structure is made 
of aluminum to reduce the weight of the attachment. The BSE detector is 
placed behind a slit aperture which defines a specific narrow angular range 
for collected BSEs. Figure 4.2b shows the top view of the setup, where the 
distance between the specimen and BSE filter can be adjusted by the arm of 
the detector. This enables fine adjustment of the detected solid angle. A 330 
μm wide slit filter was placed 20 mm away from the specimen in order to 
obtain a collection angular interval between 90°-91° with respect to the 
optical axis. The specimen is placed on to the SEM stage so that its vertical 
position relative to the detector can be changed, which also varies the angular 




The signal intensity depends on both the BSE yield per solid angle and the 
size of the detection window. Although the BSE yield per solid angle at 
wider angles will drop, this can in principle be compensated by a 
correspondingly larger detection area, as shown in figure 4.3. Given typical 
SEM chamber/stage dimensions, a factor of greater than 1% of emitted total 
BSEs can be obtained in this way. Simulations predict that the number of 
BSEs emitted at a wider angle interval, say between 90°-91°, is six times 
smaller than for emission at conventional angle BSE detection, typically 
between 174°-175°, therefore, surface sensitive BSEs can still provide 







Figure 4.2: Experiment layout for wide angle BSE imaging inside a FEI 




adequate signal to noise levels for imaging.  
 
Only a portion of wide angle BSEs can be collected with a standard SEM 
BSE detector, as shown in figure 4.2b, about 60°-80° of the whole azimuthal 
angular emission. However, a satisfactory signal level for the purposes of 
these initial experiments was obtained, which in effect, made use of only 
about 20% of all wide angle BSEs.  
 
Figure 4.3: Comparison between the detection areas of wide angle BSEs 




4.3 Applications for Surface Contamination and Buried Layer Inspection 
Fig 4.4 shows BSE images captured using polar detection angles between 
90°-91°, 97°-98°, 135°-136°, and 170°-171° at a primary beam energy of 
10keV [4.1-4.2]. The sample under investigation is a buried gold track 100 
nm below the surface of an Al substrate. The specimen was fabricated by an 
evaporation process and the surface is uniformly flat. Small copper 
contaminants, ranging from 0.5μm to 5μm, were deliberately deposited on to 
the specimen surface in order to provide some surface material contrast. The 
BSE image using 90°-91° emission angles shown in Figure 4.4 is clearly 
capable of imaging surface contamination while the buried layer is not 
observable. This is in good agreement with simulation results, which predict 
that these wide-angle BSEs emanate from a region close to the specimen 
surface. The BSE yield is directly related to the average atomic number of 
the sample under investigation. As a result of shallow penetration, only 
surface contaminants with different atomic numbers from the surface 
material contribute to contrast in the image. This result indicates that it is 
possible to locate and visualize heavier particles on the surface by detecting 
wide angle BSEs. BSEs with narrower angles, as shown in Figure 4.4, 
indicate that the buried gold layer gradually becomes visible when the 
detection angle increases. This is also in good agreement with simulation 
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results, which predict that BSEs at narrow angles contain more depth 
information. These results serve to demonstrate that rudimentary 
tomographical analysis of the sample can be achieved by using a series of 
emission angle filtered BSE images. Although tomographical analysis has 
Figure 4.4: experimental BSE images of a buried gold line 100 nm 
below the surface of an aluminum substrate at detection angles: 





formerly been obtained by energy filtering BSE energy spectra [4.3-4.6], 
angle filtered BSE imaging has the advantage of yielding shallower sample 
depth information and has a much simpler setup.  
 
The technique presented here, may find application in industry where it is 
important to identify and visualize surface contaminants. For instance, the 
storage capacity of hard disk drives for personal computers has increased by 
more than 4 orders over the last decade. At the same time, the gap between 
disk and head (flying height) has decreased about 2 orders of magnitude to a 
distance of only a few nanometers, making it more sensitive to surface 
contaminants, making it more vulnerable to critical failures [4.7]. However, 
present SEM SE imaging is not capable of providing material contrast 
information, while normal BSE imaging contains deeper structural 
information, which usually masks surface information. This makes it difficult 
to locate surface contaminants that cause hard disk failure using standard 
SEM imaging methods. The surface sensitive BSE imaging technique 
presented here has a significant advantage compared to conventional imaging 
techniques for these kinds of applications. BSE surface material contrast can 




4.4 Applications for Integrated Circuit Cross-Sectional Analysis 
ICs usually contain many buried metallic lines, vias, and transistor structures. 
Generally, these small structures are buried in a dielectric material, usually 
silicon dioxide. Tomographical investigation is necessary for IC analysis to 
understand the shape and orientation of buried structures [4.4]. Electron 
microscopes are normally used for failure analysis since most IC structures 
have sub-micrometer dimensions. However, because the average atomic 
number of silicon dioxide is small (Z=10), it is almost transparent to high 
energy primary electrons in BSE imaging mode. As a result, it is usually 
difficult to determine the shape and orientation of metallic structures 
underneath the sample or buried within it. 
 
Theoretically, SE images in a conventional SEM should provide a low 
penetration depth (surface information), as SEs have a relatively small 
interaction volume inside the sample. However, BSEs may hit the SEM 
chamber wall and generate tertiary SEs, as shown in Figure 4.5. These 
tertiary SEs, generated indirectly from BSEs carry a large amount of depth 
information, and SE detectors are not in general able to distinguish and filter 
them out from the bulk SE signal. Consequently, a large amount of depth 
information is contained within SE images. Considering that heavy metals 
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are often present as buried layers in ICs, with high BSE yields, typically 0.7 
for gold and 0.5 for copper, BSE generated SEs significantly add to the depth 
information contained in the normal SE image, and makes it difficult to 
provide surface imaging in SE mode. In order to overcome this limitation of 
conventional SEMs, high resolution imaging and cross sectional IC analysis 
is usually carried out in dedicated and expensive TEM systems, where a thin 
slice (around 50 nm) of an IC sample cross-section is prepared by FIB. The 
interaction volume is effectively reduced to the sub nanometer region by the 
small specimen thickness. Instead of using TEM instruments, wide angle 
Figure 4.5: Sources of SE yield, SE1, SE2, and SE3 are excited by 
primary electrons at the specimen surface, BSEs at the chamber 
surface and BSEs from the specimen surface. 
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BSE imaging from a standard SEM could provide a cheaper and more 
accessible solution for providing depth information close to the IC surface.  
 
In order to observe the cross section with a normal incident electron beam 
inside the SEM, a V-shape trench was etched on an IC sample, as shown in 
Figure 4.6. The trench is made by the FEI dual beam system. The IC sample 
in this case has multi-layer copper structures buried in a light dielectric 
substrate. When the cross section is imaged, the specimen is tilted to make 
sure that primary electrons land at a normal angle with respect to the 
cross-sectioned surface, as shown in Figure 4.7. A photo of the experimental 
setup is shown in Figure 4.8, where the specimen is placed on a tilted stage in 
order to maintain normal angle of incidence with respect to the primary 
beam.  
 
Figure 4.9 displays a SE image of the sample in normal SEM imaging mode. 
A primary electron energy of 30 keV is used to illuminate the sample. 
Because the metal lines are not parallel to the sample cross section surface, a 
blurred extension of metal lines is observed. This is in agreement with the 
prediction that the normal SE image picks up bulk information through the 
detection of SEs generated by stray BSEs. Figure 4.10 shows a conventional 
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Figure 4.7: Experiment layout of the specimen. The IC sample is tilted to 
make one cross section horizontal. 
Figure 4.6: FIB etching preparation for the IC sample cross section. A 
V-shaped trench is etched with a angle of 120º. 
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BSE image, where the BSE detector is placed below the objective lens. The 
same primary beam energy of 30 keV is used. The resolution is much worse 
than the SE image and more depth information is present. In both these 
imaging modes, it is difficult to observe the actual cross section of the circuit, 
the metal structure shapes and their orientations. Figure 4.11 shows the 
corresponding wide angle BSE image, where the BSE detector is placed to 
one side of the specimen in order to collect BSEs emitted between 90°-93°. 
The beam energy is kept at 30 keV. Region A shows the same shape of the 
dots in figures 4.9 and 4.11. No blurred extension is observed in Figure 4.11, 
Figure 4.8: A photo of the angular BSE imaging detector inside an FEI 
dual beam SEM. The V-shaped IC sample is placed on the central stage, 
tilting 60º. The BSE detector is fixed after the angular filter on XY stage. 
Tilted 
Wide angle BSE detector 
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Figure 4.10: A conventional BSE image of the IC cross section sample 
captured with 30 keV primary beam energy. BSE detector is placed below 
the SEM objective lens.
Figure 4.9: A SE image of the IC cross section sample captured with 30 
keV primary beam energy in normal SE mode. A, B and C are different 
regions containing metal conductors.
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and material contrast is observable at the surface. These structures should be 
metal dots at the cross section. Region “B” displays a blurred tail in the SE 
mode (Figure 4.9), while a sharp shape is observed in the wide angle BSE 
mode (Figure 4.11). This structure should be a metal line buried in the 
dielectric material. Region “C” shows a blurred block in SE mode, but 
nothing is present in the same place in the wide angle BSE image. This 
indicates that it is a buried structure, which is not present in the cross section.  
 
It is clear that the wide angle BSE image offers better resolution compared to 
the conventional BSE image, and has much more material contrast at the 
Figure 4.11: Wide angle BSE image of the IC cross section sample. 
Primary beam energy is 30 keV, and BSEs with emission angle between 
90°-93° are collected. 
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cross section surface region. Moreover, the blurred extension of metal lines is 
not present in the wide angle BSE image, indicating that its image is formed 
from within shallower regions below the sample surface as compared with 
the SE image. This is in accordance with simulation results and previous 
predictions made in earlier chapters of this work. By using all three images, 
from SEs, BSEs, and wide angle BSEs, it is possible to obtain rudimentary 
tomographical information about the IC sample.  
 
4.5 Conclusion 
In chapter 4, BSE interaction depth information was simulated by a 
Monte-Carlo program for different emission angles. These simulation results 
predict that BSE images at very wide detection angles carry mostly specimen 
surface information. A wide emission angle BSE detector attachment was 
designed and tested inside a FEI Quanta 3D dual beam SEM. BSE images 
within a 90°-91° detection window displayed significant surface particle 
contrast, while suppressing information from buried layers. A series of 
tomographical images were obtained as the detection angle was gradually 
increased, by comparing the SE, conventional BSE, and wide angle BSE 
images. Results show that this technique allows SEMs to do rudimentary 
tomographical analysis. The next chapter will focus on the possibility of 
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5.1 Introduction and Literature Review for BSE Spectrometers 
BSE spectra are usually analyzed by electrostatic analyzers, which include 
the concentric hemispherical analyzer (CHA), the cylindrical mirror analyzer 
(CMA), and the toroidal shaped electrostatic spectrometer [5.1-5.3], as 
shown in figure 5.1a-c. Both electrostatic and magnetic electron energy 
spectrometers function with the Lorentz force, which deflects electrons that 
pass through a transverse electric or magnetic field. This deflection is 
inversely proportional to the electron beam energy E or to its momentum p. 
The performance of an electron spectrometer is characterized by its 
transmittance and energy resolution. It is possible to design electron 
spectrometers with a resolving power better than 1/105, but the entrance 
aperture is typically limited to a few milli-radians. Such spectrometers are 
mainly used with TEMs and STEMs, where the majority of the transmitted 








The simplest electrostatic spectroscopic analyzer is the parallel plate 
capacitor, which was developed by Yarnold and Bolton, Pierce, and 
Harrower[5.4-5.6]. Purcell, in 1938, first described the theoretical structural 
design of a CHA [5.7]. Kuyatt and Simpson first manufactured and applied a 
CHA for atomic spectroscopic microanalysis [5.8]. The same geometry of 
CHA can be easily tilted with respect to the sample in order to obtain BSE 
energy spectrum at different emission angles. But the CHA is designed only 
for analysis of electrons emitted in a small solid angle, and thus usually 
(c) 
Figure 5.1: Diagrams of typical electrostatic spectrometers (a) CHA (b) 
CMA (c) Toroidal analyzer 
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suffers from low transmittance. 
 
In situations where large transmittance is needed, CMAs are usually 
preferred because of their capability of collecting emitted electrons in the full 
2π azimuthal direction [5.9]. There are several research groups, who 
independently developed and tested CMAs for charged particle spectroscopic 
analysis [5.2, 5.10-5.13]. Palmberg et al. first employed a CMA in observing 
an Auger electron spectrum in the secondary electron spectrum [5.14]. 
However, CMAs are only able to accept electrons emitted over a limited 
angular range, typically from 20° to 70° with respect to the cylindrical axis of 
the spectrometer [5.2]. Therefore, CMAs cannot be applied to wide angle 
BSE analysis.  
 
Toroidal shaped spectrometers are capable of analyzing the spectroscopic 
properties of electrons emitted from wide angles (less than 100°). Engelhardt 
et al. were the first to design a toroidal shaped electrostatic spectrometer 
[5.15]. This technique was later developed by several research groups, and 
the properties of the toroidal shaped analyzers were summarized by Leckey 
[5.16]. Because of its rotational symmetry, the toroidal analyzer offers large 
transmittance, especially for BSE spectroscopy applications. Relatively 
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recently, Rau et al. manufactured and tested a miniaturized toroidal analyzer 
attachment placed inside a SEM specimen chamber for tomographical and 
film measurement analysis [5.17-5.19]. Toroidal analyzers are especially 
suitable for BSE analysis at wide emission angles, where CMAs cannot be 
applied, and HPA suffers from poor transmittance [5.11, 5.19]. 
 
5.2 BSE Spectroscopy in SEMs 
A novel imaging technique using wide emission angle BSEs was described in 
chapter 3 and 4, providing surface sensitive imaging information. It was 
shown that by comparing BSE images from different emission angles, 
rudimentary tomographical information of the sample can be obtained. 
However, BSE material contrast is formed by local relative differences in 
average atomic number, and therefore not suitable for genuine elemental 
analysis. In order to perform more dedicated material analysis, the possibility 
of using surface plasmon energy loss peaks in the BSE energy spectrum for 
elemental and structural analysis is investigated here. It is common to 
observe bulk plasmon energy loss peaks in the energy spectrum of BSE 
emitted at narrow angles [5.21], but the interaction volume of wide angle 
BSEs is limited to the surface region [5.20]. As a result, wide angle BSE 
spectra should contain surface energy loss peaks, instead of bulk plasmon 
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energy peaks. The surface plasmon technique is widely used in biochemical 
studies as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) analysis [5.22], where surface 
plasmons are excited by an optical light source, as shown in figure 5.2a. 
However, SPR is largely restricted to biological specimens, and is not able to 
image the sample for material mapping purposes. The following work 
proposes to perform surface plasmon analysis inside the SEM, which has the 
advantages of being able to energy filter and can make use of the relatively 
small energy spread of field emission electron sources (generally <0.5 eV for  
field emission guns). Surface plasmon inspection in a reflected BSE 
spectrum is not new. In 1968, Powell obtained a surface plasmon energy loss 
peak from a surface reflected BSE spectrum, where primary electrons landed 
on the sample at a glancing incident angle [5.23], as shown in figure 5.2b. 
However, this technique is not suitable for imaging purposes, as the image is 
severely compressed in the horizontal direction. The following work, instead 
of obtaining surface Plasmon spectroscopy using glancing landing electrons, 
will use wide angle BSEs from normal incident primary electrons on the 
sample, which does not produce distorted images, as shown in previous 
chapters. The aim here, is to extend the wide angle BSE imaging technique to 






Figure 5.2 : Surface plasmon spectroscopic techniques (a) surface 
plasmon resonance technique using a laser source (b) forward 





This chapter covers the experimental design of a wide-angle BSE 
spectrometer attachment for the SEM, and its use to provide experimental 
wide angle BSE spectra and surface plasmon energy loss spectra. Two 
metallic samples of gold and copper are tested in a Philips XL30 field 
emission SEM. 
 
5.3 The Energy Spectrometer Design 
A toroidal shaped electrostatic BSE spectrometer was designed and simulated 
using the CPO2D software package [5.24]. This spectrometer is specifically 
intended to capture wide angle BSEs. The toroidal spectrometer previously 
used in the SEM to capture BSEs by Rau and Robison [5.25] was designed 
for narrow BSE angles (around 135º). In the following work, due to 
manufacturing limitations, the full toroidal shape structure is not made. 
Instead, the toroidal curvature is approximated by two linear segments in 
order to facilitate ease of manufacture, as shown in figure 5.3. Simulations 
show that these two plates act on electrons in much the same way as the 
original curved plate design, resulting in similar trajectories. Figure 5.3 
shows ray paths generated by simulation for the spectrometer, where BSEs 
emitted from the point source O over the whole azimuth angular range are 
first filtered at the annular slit Sangle. Only wide angle BSEs are allowed to 
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enter the spectrometer. After BSEs enter the toroidal-shaped electrostatic 
spectrometer, they are deflected and focused by the electric deflection field 
on to the energy dispersion plane, where an energy slit Senergy is used to filter 
the BSE energy. A YAP crystal scintillator is placed below the energy 
filtering slit to record transmitted electron signal. The width of the elastic 
peak in the BSE spectrum varies in direct proportion to the beam energy 
[5.26]. A lower primary beam energy results in a narrower elastic peak, and is 
therefore preferred in this case, in order to avoid the overlap between the 
elastic peak and the surface plasmon energy loss peak. Accordingly, a 200 eV 
Figure 5.3: Simulation of electron ray tracing paths at wide angles 
through the BSE spectrometer. The spectrometer structure is axially 
symmetric, and the primary electron energy is 200eV. 
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electron source energy, the minimum primary beam energy level possible in 
the XL30 field emission SEM, was used in both simulation and experiments. 
Since a low primary beam energy (200 eV) is used, the energy-filtered BSEs 
are accelerated to 5keV prior to hitting the YAP scintillator in order to 
generate enough light signal for detection. An energy spectrum is generated 
as the deflection voltage of the spectrometer is scanned.  
 
Figure 5.4 shows simulated BSE trajectories at the energy slit with different 
initial energies. Four bunches of angle filtered BSEs with initial energies of 
198eV, 199eV, 200eV, and 201eV were simulated using the CPO program, 
each bunch of rays contain BSEs emitted from 90º, 91º, 92º, and 93º with 
respective to direction of the primary beam. It is clear from figure 5.4 that 
these simulation results predict a 1eV energy difference can be easily 
resolved by the toroidal-shaped spectrometer at a BSE source energy of 
200eV. Since the width of the surface plasmon peaks is generally a few eV 
wide [5.27], it can be concluded that the 1eV energy resolution will be 





Theoretically, the resolving power of the wide angle BSE spectrometer will 
be limited by its in-plane geometric aberration. Figure 5.5 presents the 
simulated geometric aberration properties for the BSE spectrometer, where 
the electron ray positions in the focal plane follow a second order function 
with respect to the input angular spread. This indicates that the first order 
in-plane geometric aberration is eliminated, and that the second order 
in-plane geometric aberration dominates. The in-plane second order 
Figure 5.4: Example of simulated BSE trajectories through the energy 
slit with different initial energy. Four BSE energy levels (198, 199, 200, 
and 201 eV) are simulated, and four BSE emission angles of 90º, 91º, 
92º, and 93º are simulated for each energy level respectively. 
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geometric aberration coefficient is calculated to be 8.44 μm/degree2. For an 
in-plane input angle of 3º, which is equivalent to an input ±1.5º angular 
spread, the geometric aberration limited beam width at the dispersion plane is 
calculated to be 19 μm. The dispersion at 200 eV primary beam energy is 
computed to be 100 μm/eV. Hence, it is possible to use a first order 
approximation to calculate the spectrometer energy resolution, limited by 
Figure 5.5: Simulated in plane geometric aberration properties of the 
wide angle BSE spectrometer. The optical axis is taken as the BSE ray 




spherical aberration. At primary beam energy of 200 eV, it was calculated to 
be 0.19 eV. This energy resolution is capable of analyzing fine structures, like 
plasmon and auger peaks, in the BSE spectrum. In practice, the energy 
resolution is limited by the energy spread of the electron source (about 0.5 
eV). Further energy resolution improvement requires a more monochromatic 
electron source, or a better spectrometer design, which can eliminate second 
order geometric aberration. 
 
5.4 The Experimental Setup 
A wide angle BSE spectrometer was manufactured based upon the one 
designed by simulation. Figure 5.6a shows a front view photo of the 
experimental spectrometer setup, where one half of the cylindrical structure 
is used for BSE spectrum detection, and the other half remains open for 
specimen alignment. In order to minimize the influence of stray electrical 
leakage fields, the electrostatic deflection field inside the spectrometer is 
fully shielded by an outer cover, the inner spectrometer body, and two 
aluminum covers, as shown in figure 5.6b. A YAP crystal scintillator is 
biased to 5 keV and sealed inside a Teflon insulation part, which was then 
mounted on top of the photon detection window of a Hamamatsu PMT 
module. Figure 5.6b shows that the PMT and scintillator are placed below the 
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Figure 5.6: Photos of the wide angle BSE spectrometer. (a) a front view 
photo, where a biasing potential is used to control the detecting BSE 
energy (b) a side view photo of the device, where a biased YAP crystal 
and a PMT is used to record energy filtered BSE intensity.
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spectrometer, inside a cylinder shield to prevent any leakage of the electrical 
field, which could adversely affect BSE trajectories.  
 
5.5 Experimental Spectra from Wide Angle BSEs 
The wide angle BSE spectrometer is tested inside a Philips XL30 field 
emission SEM. The specimen is placed in such a way that only BSEs with 
scattering angles between 90º -93º can enter the spectrometer (at a primary 
beam energy of 200eV). Two specimens, platinum and copper, are used. The 
relationship between the bulk plasmon energy EP and the surface plasmon 
energy ES at the metal to vacuum interface, which is also known as the metal 
surface, is described by the Eq. 5.1[5.28] 
ES =EP/ 2                                               Eq. 5.1 
The bulk plasmon energy of platinum is known to be 35 eV, while the bulk 
plasmon energy of copper is 19.3 eV [5.27]. Therefore, the surface plasmon 
energy of platinum and copper are expected to be 24.8 eV and 13.6 eV 
respectively.  
 
Figure 5.7a shows experimental spectra of the platinum sample obtained 
from the wide angle spectrometer, along with its corresponding Monte Carlo 
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Experimental spectrum of copper
Simulated spectrum of copper
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Figure 5.7: Simulated and experimental low angel BSE spectra (a) wide 






Surface plasmon peak 
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observed in the experimental spectrum. Figure 5.7b shows similar spectra for 
the copper sample, where a sharp elastic peak and an energy loss peak at 16 
eV is obtained in the experimental spectrum. Since Monte Carlo simulation 
assumes that incident electron energy losses for all scattering events are 
random [5.29], characteristic energy loss peaks or plasmon peaks are not 
shown in the simulation spectra, which provides only the elastic peak. The 
experimental values of 25eV for platinum and 16eV for copper obtained here, 
lie close to their previously reported values (of 24.8eV and 13.6eV 
respectively), confirming that the wide angle BSE spectrum contains surface 
plasmon information. This provides further evidence that wide angle BSEs 
only interact with the sample surface region, and that wide angle BSEs 
scatter mainly with surface plasmons rather than with bulk plasmons. The 
observation of relatively sharp elastic peaks in the spectra is also in 
accordance with simulation predications that most wide angle BSEs 
experience few scattering events, and thus have a relatively small energy 
loss.  
 
The experimental results shown in figures 5.7a and 5.7b indicate that the 
wide angle BSE spectrum provides a basis for performing material 
identification/analysis inside the SEM. However, most SEM specimen 
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chambers suffer from hydrocarbon contamination due to the use of diffusion 
pumps, constantly releasing escaped oil molecules into the chamber. These 
contaminants are deposited on top of the specimen surface when primary 
electrons are incident on the sample surface. Although the deposition process 
is very slow at a primary energy of 200eV, the contamination layer may grow 
to more than 10 nanometers thick when the specimen is exposed to the 
primary beam for a few tens of seconds. Eventually, the wide angle BSE 
spectrum will be dominated by characteristics of the contaminated layer, 
rather than of the specimen itself. In order to minimize the contamination 
deposition, a lower electron current density is used during spectrum 
recording, and the specimen is first flooded with a large dose of electrons to 
immobilize the hydrocarbon contaminants prior to focusing the primary 
beam at the test point. In figures 5.7a and 5.7b, the final spectra are not clear 
enough for detailed material analysis, probably due to the cumulative effects 
of contamination effects during measurement. Contamination in the SEM 
specimen chamber can in principle be greatly reduced by plasma vacuum 
cleaning techniques, where oxygen radicals generated by plasma glow 
discharge oxidize hydrocarbon contaminants. The SEM on which the present 
experiments were performed, is not equipped to reduce contamination in this 
way. Better experimental results are therefore expected once a cleaner 
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vacuum environment becomes available.  
 
Although limited by time and resources to test the wide angle spectrometer in 
a clean vacuum, the wide angle spectra presented in this chapter still 
demonstrate the elastic nature of BSEs at small scattering angles, and 
indicate that their spectra contains surface plasmon energy loss peaks. Future 
work is necessary to determine the detailed fine structure of surface plasmon 
energy loss peaks before it can become a new method for acquiring material 
analysis in the SEM.  
 
5.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, an electrostatic toroidal-shaped BSE spectrometer has been 
designed and manufactured. Simulation results predict that the energy 
resolution of this spectrometer is close to the primary electron energy spread 
of 0.5 eV. The spectrometer was tested inside a Philips XL30 SEM, and 
experimental wide angle BSE spectra of platinum and copper were obtained. 
Surface plasmon energy loss peaks instead of bulk plasmon peaks were 
observed in the wide angle BSE spectrum. This confirms previous simulation 
results, which predict that surface information is dominant in the BSE spectra. 
Vacuum contaminants were found to limit the reliability of the experimental 
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results, and they need be removed before the use of wide angle BSEs can 
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Chapter 6. Conclusion 
 
6.1 Conclusion 
The main objectives of this thesis were to investigate designs of miniaturized 
spectroscopic attachments for SEM applications. Firstly, a magnetic 
spectrometer using split-plate pole-pieces was designed for transmission 
EELS analysis. The miniaturized split-plate spectrometer is particularly 
simple to manufacture and assemble, making it attractive for applications in a 
limited space, like inside a SEM chamber. Secondly, Monte-Carlo simulation 
was used to analyze BSE energy spectra at different emission angles. 
Simulation showed that wide angle BSEs contain mainly elastically scattered 
electrons, and provide surface scattering information. Experiments using 
wide angle BSEs were carried out inside the FEI Quanta 3D dual beam SEM, 
which displayed a much higher level of surface material contrast than 
conventional BSE detection, useful for application such as imaging 
contaminants. Finally, an electrostatic toroidal-shaped BSE analyzer was 
used for acquiring the BSE energy spectra at wide emission angles. 
Preliminary experimental spectral measurements were able to capture energy 
loss peaks of surface plasmons. The general form of the surface plasmon 
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energy loss peaks is in good agreement with simulation predictions, and 
provides an alternative method for surface plasmon imaging. 
 
6.2 Future Work  
The successful construction of an 2nd order aberration split-plate magnetic 
spectrometer in Chapter 2 enables high energy resolution EELS analysis in a 
relatively small space, like a SEM chamber. However, there are still areas 
whereby the energy resolution of the split-plate EELS spectrometer can be 
improved further. Simulation of the split-plate spectrometer in Chapter 2 
shows that 2nd order aberration of the spectrometer can be corrected with 3 
different excitation variables. This was discussed in section 2.3, and we 
obtained third-order alignment figure, where C7 and C11 are with different 
signs (as shown in 2.11c), and alignment figure with C7 and C11 having the 
same signs (as shown in 2.11d). It can be concluded that one of the third 
order aberration coefficients changes its sign when the excitation ratios 
change. This indicates that it is possible to further eliminate one of the third 
order coefficients with the three-variable split-plate spectrometer design. 
 
A method of using wide angle BSEs to enhance surface information is 
presented Chapter 3, 4, and 5. This technique can obviously be extended to 
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use an array of BSE spectrometers and detectors placed on the side of the 
specimen at different positions, as shown in figure 6.1. In this case, simulated 
trajectory paths for 10 keV BSEs at 132.5°, 135°, and 137.5° were plotted 
through a Fountain Analyzer [6.1] (upper spectrometer) while low angle 
BSEs, 90°, 92.5°, and 95°, were plotted through a toroidal spectrometer 
Figure 6.1: Simulated trajectory paths for a parallel imaging attachment 
using two BSE spectrometers at different detection angles. 
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(lower spectrometer). Note that both these spectrometers are rotationally 
symmetric and can capture BSEs over 2π radians in the azimuthal direction. 
The lower angle BSEs may be energy filtered to provide surface Plasmon 
information in addition to giving topographic information. Energy filtered 
BSEs with larger emission angles may provide more tomographical 
information about the specimen. The quality of these surface Plasmon spectra 
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